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GEAR & GADGETS

READY OR NOT? From left: OXO Chef’s Precision Instant Read Thermometer, $11; ThermoWorks ThermoPop,
$30; ThermoWorks Thermapen Mk4, $100; Meater, an app-connected smart probe, $70
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The Post-Gym Gym
If your regular workout leaves you limp, go directly to one of these techy new fitness studios to...recover

Pro athletes swear by the
TheraGun G2Pro, which combines
frequency, amplitude and torque
settings to break up scar tissue
and relieve pain across your
entire body. $599, theragun.com

The R8 Roller self-adjusts to
your body, using springs to apply
deep tissue pressure that
loosens up your muscles without
making you do any extra work.
$129, rollrecovery.com

search to support the success of
these technologies and how they
help contribute to a faster recov-
ery,” said David Reavy, a Chi-
cago-based orthopedic physical
therapist who works with NFL
stars like Philadelphia Eagles
wide receiver Alshon Jeffery. “A
facility can offer access to a
wide range of tools to give you
what your body needs.”

But you’re probably not a pro
athlete. Most weekend warriors
can achieve comparative results
at home—the market is flooded
with high-tech DIY tools now
(See “Can’t Make It to the Stu-
dio?”) and there’s undoubtedly a
foam roller gathering dust under
your bed. Even with the hefty
price tag, a suite of recovery de-
vices might cost less than a
year’s membership. “But people
are too lazy to do it... and they
don’t know how,” said Robyn La-
Londe, the owner of EDGE Ath-
lete Lounge in Chicago, which
has offered recovery services
since launching in 2014 ($185/

mo., edgeathletelounge.com).
At EDGE, clients can treat dam-

aged cells, promote cell regrowth
and relieve localized pain via laser
therapies, among other technolo-
gies. That’s a far cry from having a
trainer stretch you at your gym
post-workout or rolling out your
tight muscles with massage balls.

“It’s like a reset button for your
legs,” said Alex Harvey, 25, a food
scientist and runner who trained at
EDGE in the lead-up to her first 50-
mile race. “It has allowed me to
push my body to new limits I never
thought were possible. I notice a
huge difference in inflammation of
my joints after a tough trail session
after using these tools.”

If these excessive technologies
can get Tom Brady to his eighth Su-
per Bowl, mere mortals stand to
benefit a little, too. “Who wouldn’t
want to maximize their body and
muscle performance and feel bet-
ter?” said Mr. Reavy. You won’t get
that from the old lacrosse ball you
use to work out the kinks. Then
again, it doesn’t cost $1,800 a year.

HOW FAR WOULD you
go to be a stronger,
fitter, better human?
After a knockout
workout at your go-to

gym, would you drop in somewhere
else to pump your muscles full of
electrical impulses that hasten your
rehab? Bake yourself in an 110-de-
gree infrared sauna just to ease in-
flammation? Zap pain away with
hand-held lasers? And would you
pay upward of $150 a month—on
top of your regular gym member-
ship—to do it?

Sure, it sounds ridiculous, but
Tom Brady does it. Tony Robbins
does it, too. Countless top-flight
athletes and strappingly fit celebri-
ties are now fixated on recovery,
but it involves more than taking a
day off from their regular gyms.
The smart, sci-fi technologies men-
tioned above—offered by a new
breed of fitness studios—improve
the quality and speed of recovery,
so soreness or muscle fatigue don’t
hold you back. And these new post-
gym gyms are banking on the fact
that people will pony up for the
promise of more gains in less time.

“Most fitness has been focused
on how you look in the mirror,” said
Martin Tobias, CEO at Upgrade
Labs, an advanced tech recovery fa-
cility in Santa Monica, Calif. But
“people don’t understand that
growth doesn’t happen in the gym,”
he explained. “Exercise is the stress
that breaks down your muscle fi-
bers. It’s the recovery phase that
actually builds your muscles.”

Your immune system is con-
stantly working to repair muscular
micro-tears, but takes its sweet
time. These studios aim to deliver
recovery in a hurry. At Upgrade
Labs (from $510/mo., upgrad-
elabs.com), you’ll find baffling
treatments like Pulsed Electro-
magnetic Field therapy, which
uses low-level radiation meant to
penetrate and heal damaged mus-
cle tissue; and a virtual float tank,
which purportedly helps reset your
nerves’ neurotransmitters.

ReCOVER, New York City’s first
dedicated recovery studio ($299/
mo., recover.nyc), which opened in
March, hawks similar technologies.
Its NuCalm sleep system aspires to
deliver the equivalent of four hours
of restorative slumber in one 30-
minute session; and CVAC (Cyclic
Variations in Adaptive Condition-
ing), a remarkably strange machine
that looks like a cross between a
space pod and a tanning bed. The
luminous CVAC chamber rapidly
changes air pressure to help im-
prove circulation, boost oxygen-rich
blood cells and flush lactic acid.

Skeptical? “There’s plenty of re-

BY ASHLEY MATEO

THE MOST RELIABLE way to allay
novice cooks’ fears? It might just
be the meat thermometer, an old
gadget that measures food’s inter-
nal temperature to ensure that it’s
high enough to kill pathogens—but
not so high that the meat becomes
inedible. The market for instant-
read thermometers has grown ex-
ponentially in recent years, with
many now providing accurate
readouts seconds after you stick
them in your meat, outclassing
their clumsy predecessors.

“It’s important for beginners to
use a thermometer so you know
what’s rare, medium-rare, well-
done,” said Antonio Mora, execu-
tive chef at New York’s Quality
Meats. He can assess most cuts’
readiness by sight and feel (meat
shows greater resistance to the
touch of a finger as it cooks), but
relies on thermometers for hulking
proteins like prime rib and turkey.

Cooks who lack Mr. Mora’s
trained digits may be tempted by
Meater ($70, meater.com), a Blue-
tooth-enabled probe that unlike
most thermometers stays in your
meat as it cooks to track its prog-
ress via an app. Select your animal,
cut and preferred level of doneness,
add heat and await an alert.

Despite an awkward moniker,
Meater mostly succeeds. Its penlike,
silver probe seems unnecessarily
chunky at the tip; I had to initially
coax it into the muscle of my mari-
nated chuck steaks. The app tar-
geted 135 degrees Fahrenheit for

medium-rare, on the high end of ex-
perts’ recommendations.

With its wide protein selection,
Meater’s app impressed me. It reas-
suringly guides distracted cooks
with large text and color-coded
charts and helpfully blares when
your roast or hen achieves the set
temperature. While it’s supposed to
account for resting time, the period
when meat continues to cook off
the stove, Meater was thrown by
how quickly my thin chuck finished.
Meater makes more sense for thick
ribeyes and whole birds, which take
longer and are harder to gauge.

ThermoWorks’s pricier Ther-
mapen Mk4 ($100, thermo-
works.com) is considered the gold
standard of meat thermometers, de-
livering startlingly fast readings on
a large digital display. I easily
slipped the probe’s ultrathin point
into the chuck each time I checked
its temperature, but I couldn’t wan-
der off and wait to hear an alert as
with Meater. For much less money,
the brand’s adorably shaped Ther-
moPop, $30, works nearly as well.

Still, you can’t beat the OXO
Chef’s Precision Instant Read Ther-
mometer ($11, oxo.com) for sim-
plicity and cost. It does all any
chef needs, just a tad slowly—read-
ings often took 10 seconds. As the
hand on its analog dial reached
130, I killed the flame, then slath-
ered my steak in homemade chimi-
churri. One perfectly rare, melty
bite later, any worries of toughness
disappeared. —Paul Schrodt

We pit digital meat thermometers head-to-head to test which ones are well done

Hacking Your Meat

An embedded motor in the
Hyperice Vyper 2.0 foam roller
powers three levels of vibration
therapy; lithium ion batteries give
you two hours of use per charge.
$199, hyperice.com

CAN’T MAKE IT TO THE STUDIO? / THESE FOUR AT-HOME TOOLS
CAN HELP YOU BOUNCE BACK, TOO

The smartphone-connected
PowerDot employs electrical
muscle stimulation technology to
activate your muscles pre-
workout and soothe them
afterward. $249, powerdot.com!
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